
NDIGITEC is Dubai’s world-class leader in creative 
production services, off ering a diverse team with 
extensive knowledge and expertise. NDIGITEC’s 
customers look for quality service and results, and the 
company stands for its promises to deliver that. It fi ts 
with NDIGITEC’s motto of “A Promise Is A Promise,” 
delivering top quality value chain of off erings. 

“We believe in quality, standardisation and 
diversifi cation,” says Vatche Kavlakian, NDIGITEC’s 
CEO. The company is a true “one-window” service 
provider, with a growing superwide-format inkjet 
graphics off ering as part of a robust range of print 
services, including digital video and VR content 
production and animation, digital fl exo prepress, digital 
cut-sheet and label printing, 3D printing, LED signage, 
a web-to-print platform and more.

NDIGITEC’s most recent investment in off ering that 
level of high-quality printing for its digital printing 
competency, NDIGITEC DigiPrint is a new, fi ve-metre 
EFI™ VUTEk® GS5500LXr Pro LED roll-to-roll printer, 
which delivers point-of-purchase quality output on 
a wide range of materials. The company purchased 
its LED printer from SAGA Digital, the Middle East and 
Africa dealer for EFI inkjet technologies. LED fi ts with 
a trend for sustainability that is quite popular with 
businesses across the region.

LED’s “cool cure” capabilities cure inks at lower 
temperatures than is required to dry or cure traditional 
UV or latex inks – and all with lower VOCs present 
in solvent printing. The end result is much less use 
of energy resources, along with signifi cantly lower 
energy costs.

The printer is a greener off ering compared with 
latex or solvent inkjet technologies, an important 
fact for a company like NDIGITEC, which produces 
recyclable projects for clients and features recyclable 
materials onsite.

NDIGITEC enhances its 
‘one-window service’ off ering with 
EFI inkjet UV LED technology

EFI VUTEk GS5500LXr Pro
Case Study

Challenge:

Develop a more diversifi ed graphics off ering 

for new, sustainability-minded clients

NDIGITEC’s new fi ve-metre VUTEk LED roll-to-roll printer delivers top 
quality output on a wide range of materials.
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The ability to produce high-quality, sustainable on-demand printing 
sets NDIGITEC apart from others in the region. Clients such as 
Dubai’s new IMG World’s of Adventure – the world’s largest indoor 
theme park – and other prominent partners appreciate the greener 
LED offering for printed graphics. 

Green appeal in a changing economy

NDIGITEC has established itself as a meeting point for technology 
and creativity for Gulf Region clients, and sustainability is key in the 
company’s approach to changing market dynamics. 

Dubai is making concerted efforts to diversify its economy in  
markets such as tourism, and NDIGITEC’s reputation has helped 
it continue to grow despite oil market declines that have broadly 
affected Dubai’s economy. 

NDIGITEC uses EFI - 3M™ SuperFlex Inks, an ink co-developed  
with 3M to provide an extended color gamut, maximum reliability  
and performance, and superior flexibility for fleet and vehicle 
graphics, outdoor applications and more. Vatche Kavlakian, CEO - 
NDIGITEC found the EFI printer to a perfect match for NDIGITEC 
services to customers all across the region for traditional out-of-
home displays, vehicle and building wraps, and other indoor and 
outdoor graphics applications.

NDIGITEC DigiPrint’s portfolio of services include signage and 
graphics printed on traditional media as well as aluminum, wood, 
fabric and more, for everything from traffic signs to home and fashion 
textiles. In having a wide variety and diversity, NDIGITEC has a far 
better reach than competitors, helping it secure clients from the 
fashion, luxury, hospitality, retail and many other market segments.

NDIGITEC is an organisation which 
offers a value chain of services, 
structured to meet customer 
demands competently. With over 500 
customers spread across 25 countries 
and with skilled teams working 
around the clock, the NDIGITEC team 
are competent to deliver on their 
promises to their customers. 

NDIGITEC launched Dubaiprint.com 
in 2014, Dubaiprint.com is the first 
professionally integrated web-to-print 
with a customised unique platform for 
professional and personal users in the 
Middle East. Order your prints online 
at www.dubaiprint.com

Units D65, E69 - Dubai Production City  

P.O. Box 500779 

Dubai, UAE

+971.4.4355919 

www.ndigitec.com

Solution:

Green, energy-efficient EFI VUTEk LED inkjet printing 

leads to contracts with new clients, including the 

world’s largest indoor theme park.

Mohamed Shawer – General Manager of NDIGITEC DigiPrint and Fabrication, and Vatche 
Kavlakian, NDIGITEC’s CEO
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Customer satisfaction outshines the competition

Dubai is price sensitive, but NDIGITEC has been able to outshine 
local competitors operating other UV superwide-format print 
technologies. The quality and productivity of its VUTEk printer has 
allowed NDIGITEC to remain an industry leader for inkjet graphics in 
Dubai. “Delivering the best in quality is no problem with NDIGITEC’s 
diversified portfolio of over 75 services,” according to Vatche 
Kavlakian, CEO – NDIGITEC.

For quality-minded print buyers in the United Arab Emirates, the 
important thing is not for print suppliers to have the newest “bleeding 
edge” technology, but to have the capable equipment and workflows 
to deliver premium-quality results. 

“Clients are not looking for us to replace reliability for the sake of 
upgrading a machine,” says Mohammed Shawer – General Manager, 
NDIGITEC DigiPrint and Fabrication. “The quality of the EFI VUTEk 
printers is extremely rewarding for them,” which is why the influx 
of even newer UV, solvent or latex machines from EFI competitors 
have not carried much appeal. In fact, several companies in the UAE 
operate new printers from Chinese manufacturers that are not as 
technologically advanced as the EFI systems in terms of consistency 
or reliability.

Dubai has a reputation for confidence and high standards. EFI LED 
inkjet technology meets that standard as a fitting extension of 
NDIGITEC’s services, making the company even more of a “one 
window,” single source provider of graphics communications 
production services.

Result:

“Delivering the best in  

quality is no problem.” 

VATCHE KAVLAKIAN,  
CEO, NDIGITEC

From left: Mohamed Shawer – General Manager – NDIGITEC DigiPrint and Fabrication; Vatche Kavlakian – CEO NDIGITEC; Massoud Saad of 
local EFI inkjet dealer SAGA Digital; Mehdi Berrada Baby of SAGA Digital and Imran Zafar of EFI
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EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging, textiles, 
ceramic tiles, and personalised documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital front ends, 
and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms and streamlines  
the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting productivity. 
Visit www.efi.com or call 0808 101 3484 (UK only) or +44 (0)1246 298000 for more information.

Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services.
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